A-R Music Anthology
New Feature: Annotations
We are pleased to introduce a new feature of the A-R Music Anthology: Annotations.
It is now possible to annotate any items in the A-R Music Anthology: music, article, or
commentary. Annotations are available for instructors, so that students can now benefit from
their instructors’ efforts to enhance the course materials with notes and graphics.
After logging into the Anthology, instructors can add annotations to the items that they use in
their courses, both music and text. The annotations save automatically, and the annotations will
display when the students use the courses the instructor setup. It is also possible to toggle the
annotations on or off, so instructors can start with clean pages and later shift to annotated ones
when needed. (Note that the annotations are saved with the instructor’s login and do not become
part of the Anthology’s contents in all searches or other instructors’ courses.)

How to Annotate in the A-R Music Anthology
•
•

•

Go to the A-R Music Anthology and use your instructor login.
• If you don’t remember your login, send a message to info@areditions.com
When you are logged into the site, open a piece of music in one of your courses and use
the annotation items on the lower left-side of the page:

Several options exist for annotating:
Highlight
Highlight text
elements

Create Note
Add notes to
music or text,
includes option
to outline an
item (Area)

Strikeout
Strikeout text
elements (used
infrequently)

Draw
Write on the
page (text or
music)

Delete
Delete any
annotation

On/Off (toggle)
Turn on or off
annotations in a
file

Annotation Tools
Of the four options for annotations, adding notes and adding graphics are strong features for
instructions to use with their students.
Notes
For text and music, you can add notes. When you touch “Create Note” several options for
appear:
•
•
•

Point
Area
Text

The “Point” option inserts a vertical stroke at the place you touch with your cursor:

The vertical stroke connects to a note on the page. (Note the dashed line that connects the
two items.)

More on Notes
Notes can vary in size, depending on the amount of information the instructor wants to share:

Area
Area lets users outline an area in the music or text with a transparent box. Use the cursor to select
the area covered, and the box appears upon releasing the cursor. It is possible to draw boxes of
varying sizes:

The box that appears with the Area tool connects to a note that you can add to the piece.

Draw Tool
Use the draw tool to write on the page. In fact, you can use several colors:

Here is an example of the draw feature:

Working in a Higher Resolution
You may want to enlarge the page before drawing on it, then reduce it after you finish the
annotation:

Working at a higher resolution may make it easier for some to make the annotations and also
result in a sharp image when the annotations display at lower resolutions.

Other Annotation Options
In addition to notes and the draw tool, the annotation feature offers to other options: highlighting
text and strikeout. While both are limited to text, these options augment the possibilities
available for annotations.
Highlighting Text
When you click on Highlight, it allows several color choices for highlighting text. The default
color is yellow, but you can select other colors.

To add highlighting to text elements, click “Highlight” and select the color you want (yellow is
the default), then drag your cursor on what you want to highlight. Here is an example of
highlighting:

Highlighting will not work for music notation, but it is useful in marking texts for your students:

Strikeout
Strikeout works best with text, not music.

Turn on/Turn off Annotations
Toggle annotations to display or not display with the annotation button

If you do not want to show the annotations, touch the button once. Touch it again to let the
annotations display.

Deleting Notes
To remove a note, touch the note, then touch the delete button (at the bottom of the page):

A dialogue box will appear to confirm the deletion. Upon confirming the deletion, the annotation
disappears, and the image appears without the annotation.
Depending on the browser and platform, you can also delete annotations by touching them with
your cursor and hitting the delete key.

